So long as our souls and personalities are in harmony, all is joy and peace, happiness and health.

Dr. Edward Bach, Heal Thyself

SCHEDULE 2020

Create a New Edge of Possibility with BACH FLOWER INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAM

Having used the essences for 30+ years, both personally and professionally, I am consistently amazed at how far reaching their results. Choosing to draw upon this well spring of botanical intelligence can greatly improve any healing outcome. When you open your heart what you love will find you...

INSTRUCTOR: Dr. Lauren Nappen, BFRP, BIEP Bach International Education Program Approved Teacher Levels I-III
LOCATION: The Original Medicine Healing Sanctuary, Mechanicsville, PA

LEVEL I
February 22-23
Human Potential
March 28-29
Pets and Their People
September 26-27
Human Potential

LEVEL II
May 2-3
Master the Essences
October 24-25
Master the Essences

LEVEL III
July 16-19
PRACTITIONER TRAINING

DIRECTIONS FOR LEVEL III APPLICATION PROCESS
www.drlaurennappen.com/bach-flower.html

Dr. Lauren is On the Road!

LEVEL I
April 18-19
Human Potential
August 22-23
Human Potential

LEVEL II
October 3-4
Master the Essences

LEVEL III

LOCATION:
Reiki Center for Body and Mind
1301 Allegheny Street, Suite 101
Hollidaysburg, PA, 16648
(near Altoona, PA)

Hosts: Franz & Deborah Pecka
For accommodations please contact our hosts: 814-207-5294
info@reikicenter4you.com

Act NOW! Classes always fill FAST!
Registration for all classes: www.drlaurennappen.com/bach-flower.html
LEVEL I
HUMAN POTENTIAL
• Familiarize yourself with all 38 essences and the Crisis Formula.
• Gain valuable insight into the history and timeless philosophy (self-help & simplicity) of Dr. Edward Bach.
• This course is recommended for those who wish to use the essences personally, for friends and family, or to begin integrating them into use with clients.

PETS AND THEIR PEOPLE
• All the above plus we’ll look at the core principles of working with both animals and people, with a special focus on animal behavior and remedy indications.

CEU’s: 12.5 hours are available for massage therapists (NCBTMB), Oriental Medicine (NCCAOM), and Naturopaths (ANMCB).
Course is a pre-requisite for Level 2 and Practitioner Training

LEVEL II
MASTER THE ESSENCES
• A Master Level class that prepares you for Practitioner Training as well as a lifelong relationship with nature.
• Increase your confidence in choosing the correct remedies via case studies, interactive exercises including video.
• Explore more deeply how the essences relate to life goals and personality traits.
• Delve into the subtle distinction between seemingly closely related essences as we examine type and mood essences.

Prerequisites: Level 1 (onsite, distance learning, pets)
CEU’s: 12.5 hours are available for massage therapists (NCBTMB), Oriental Medicine (NCCAOM), and Naturopaths (ANMCB).
Course is a pre-requisite for Level 3 Practitioner Training

LEVEL III
PRACTITIONER TRAINING
• Strengthen your listening and consultation skills
• Explore and deepen your understanding of the subtleties of the remedies
• Consider professional standards of practice
• Implement ongoing professional and personal development
• Heighten personal awareness through experiential and interactive exercises

Perfect for those who wish to use the remedies in a professional manner or incorporate them into an existing health practice. Successful completion of the course allows one to apply to The Dr. Edward Bach Foundation for inclusion in the International Register of Practitioners.

CEs available: 22 hours for the onsite section, 40 hours for the home study, for massage therapists (NCBTMB), PDA’s for Oriental Medicine (NCCAOM - onsite class only), and Naturopaths (ANMCB).

Our CE/PDA Affiliations: NCCAOM, NCBTMB, RAIVE

DIRECTIONS FOR LEVEL III
APPLICATION PROCESS
www.drlaurennappen.com/bach-flower.html

Dr. Lauren Nappen, BFRP, BIEP
Bach International Education Program
Approved Teacher Levels I-III
The Original Medicine Healing Sanctuary
Mechanicsville, PA
drlaurennappen@gmail.com
215.794.0606

When we’re in harmony with ourselves, we’re in harmony with the world around us!

Act NOW! Classes always fill FAST!
Registration for all classes: www.drlaurennappen.com/bach-flower.html